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Our Academic Journal
Invitation to write a paper

We are looking for 32 Papers for the International Journal of Green
Double Blind Peer Reviewed Academic Journal for 2016 and 2017.

Economics

We are always pleased to receive articles for our academic double blind peer reviewed journal The
International Journal of Green Economics which comes out 4 times a year with rolling
deadlines, so you can always submit your papers, abstracts and ideas. It is academic, with Harvard
style referencing, no footnotes, and is double blind peer reviewed. Many of our writers have enhanced
their careers by publishing in our journal, for example obtaining promotion to Professor or becoming
a Director of a major NGO or business and many other improvements to their careers or getting jobs
they had always dreamed of.
There is a queue to get into this popular journal – the first and only one of its kind in the world. It is
ground breaking and launched Green Economics globally. It was founded by Miriam Kennet in 2003.
For 2016 we will accept 32 papers for Volume 10 Issues 1-4.
For 2017 we will accept 32 papers for Volume 11 Issues 1-4.
We will accept 32 papers in 2016 under the wide and broadest umbrella of Green
Economics. There will be 2 special issues 2016. These will be
a) IJGE Issue 3 2016 COP21 Paris Debrief and Preparing for the Markesh COP22 UNFCC
Climate Conference in Morocco, Guest Editor Professor Peter Yang, (USA and China),
b) IJGE Issue 4 2016 General papers and papers on the crisis in democracy and the
developing crisis of inequality and of climate change
c) We will also accept 20 more general papers in 2016 and 32 more general
papers for 2017, which may include any subject on the economy or The Green Economy
or Social and Environmental Justice and Economics Reform. Some recent
suggestions have included for example: Rebalancing the Economy, Water issues, papers of a
General Nature as well as Methodology for Green Economics and the Green Economy, and
Ending the War Against Women and minorities and papers on Renewables, Fracking and
Climate Change, Black Swan Events Energy, Climate Change, and any aspect of social and
environmental and economic justice, innovation and reform.

Authors are also encouraged to write for the Green Economics Institute's Books as well and many of
our authors have published in both.
We welcome diverse contributions and we especially like to welcome and help with contributions
from new writers and innovative ideas and also from Professors and Nobel Prize Winners and
anything in between. The writing and papers for the journal have to be between 2500 and 7000
words. We cover academic, polemic, simple and more complex writing, political, academic,
campaigning and business styles of writing.
The journal is gender balanced and balanced between developing countries and developed country
authors and also north south east and western Europe, Africa, Asia, and other areas. BRICS, and
MINTs etc. It is also multi and inter disciplinary and also pluralist and heterodox. So please send in
your articles as soon as possible. They can take several months to double blind review depending on
the subject as many of them get reviewed by several subject specialists to achieve this ground breaking
mix. Sometimes however papers can go through within a month.
Please ensure you cite any items you have not written yourself and photos must all be attributed to
who took them. References must be Harvard style- and we do not accept footnotes and papers must be
sent in .odt, or .doc formats, (not pdfs). Please ask for further information or guidance if you need it.
Please ensure you do not infringe anyone else's copyright.
Academic citations for your Professional objectives
All our writers and authors do get an academic citation when they publish with us in our academic
journal and our academic book series , including appearing google scholar and many of the search
engines used by Universities and the academic journal The International Journal of Green
Economics is read in every continent and in some of the most prestigious libraries on the planet, so
it will get your ideas out around the world! Many academics and people working in academia need to
publish in peer reviewed journals as a condition of their jobs or for promotion and this journal, The

International Journal of Green Economics meets those requirements for you.
We are very keen to encourage new writers and new ideas as well as more experienced writers and
academics and policy makers and business people and campaigners. All the issues are gender
balanced and diverse and are written by people from all corners of the earth.
We look forward to hearing from you very soon and to your writing for this exciting journal. We have
received compliments from Princes, Members of Parliament and all sorts of organisations such as the
International Labour Organisation, well known Princes, the United Nations and the OECD. Please
email us in the first instance, and we will be pleased to discuss your idea and we will be very keen to
encourage you and help you during the writing.
All we look for are the ideas, and we can develop any good ideas with you into a piece of suitable
writing and we specialise in developing new writers and publishing new and other voices which are
not usually heard!

Email us today with your idea for an article -and
submissions: greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
Miriam Kennet is the Editor of The International Journal of Green Economics- and she
works with a board of 100 people on the journal. The journal is published for us by
academic publishers Inderscience but we are responsible for all the content.
Editor of International Journal of Green Economics
The Green Economics Institute Team

greeneconomicsinstitute@yahoo.com
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Registered office: The Green Economics Institute, 6 Strachey Close, Tidmarsh, Reading, RG8 8EP, UK.
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Progressive Economics: Reclaiming
economics for all people everywhere,
other species ,nature, the planet, and its
systems

About the Academic Journal International Journal of Green Economics
IJGE addresses all aspects of Green Economics, aiming to encourage economic
change and positioning Green Economics at the centre of the Economics disciplines.
Green Economic theories, policies, tools, instruments and metrics are developed to
facilitate a change to the current economic models for the benefit of the widest
number of people and the planet as a whole. IJGE focuses particularly on resource
management, meeting peoples'needs and the impact and effects of international

trends and how to increase social justice.
Objectives
The objectives of IJGE are to establish an effective channel of communication between
policy makers, government agencies, academic and research institutions concerned with the
running, involvement and impact of the economy on all sections of society. It aims to bridge
the gap between academic economic theory and the literature and suggestions for the
implementation of modern concepts in the political economy and the general economic
debate, structures of political power and public discussion.
The development of an alternative view in contrast to the traditional normatively biased view
of economics is the prime objective. The study of Green Economics naturally has to be very
multi and interdisciplinary in nature, as the problems it addresses are partly social in aspect
and causes, partly scientific in technical development, partly environmental as this is a
fundamental limit to all human activity and partly economic and historical in how the current
situations have evolved. Green Economics is also particularly influenced by developments in
ethical thinking and values and in anthropology in its explanations of past and future trends.
The advisory board consists of a host of academics and practitioners, government members,
policy makers and campaigners from round the world in order to meet the demands and the
wide scope of the subject.
Readership
IJGE provides a vehicle to help professionals, academics, researchers, policy makers and
campaigners working in the fields of international business, economics and local, regional
and national government to educate, influence, lobby and share information and to learn from
each others’ work and best practice in the field as well as to provide a forum to explore new
solutions to economic problems.
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